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P R E F A C E 
Interesting properties of 2-metric and 2-normed spaces 
were discovered by German mathematician S. Gahler in sixties. 
Since early seventies a lot of work has been done on these 
spaces by a fairly large number of mathematicians in different 
parts of the world. Multi-valued mappings, Pompeiu- Hausdorff 
metric and their fixed point theorems have been extensively 
studied in the last thirty years and some important applica-
tion of these results have been found in System Analysiso The 
main object of this thesis is to investigate the properties 
of a 2-metric on the space of all closed and bounded subsets 
of a 2-metric space and to obtain fixed point theorems of 
multi-valued mappings in the setting of 2-metric spaces and 
lattices 
The thesis comprises seven chapters-. In Chapter I we 
have-given a brief introduction of theory of lattices, 2-metri(;, 
2-normed and 2-semi-inner product spaces and multi-valued 
mappingse Chapter II, opens with a discussion of Gahler 2-
metric on the space of all closed and bounded subsets of a 
2-metric space and properties of Lipschitz multi-valued 
mappings. One of the important result of this chapter is that 
every multi-valued contraction mapping on 2-metric space has a 
fixed pointo Chapter III contains results for the multi-valued 
mapping on 2-metric space with a rational inequality. Chapter IV 
i i i 
is devoted to the study of multi-valued type mappings on 
2-metric spaces. In Chapter V we have defined a generalized 
2--semi-inner product space and proved a theorem generalizing 
some earlier results in this areao In Chapter VI, we have 
studied the basic properties of 2-normed lattices, that is, 
a lattice space equipped with a 2-norm having a monotonic 
property® Some results are also obtained concerning the two 
norm convergence. Chapter VII deals with complete lattices, 
isotone mappings and fixed points of multi-valued isotone 
mappings• 
Each chapter of the thesis has been devided into articles, 
For convenience the theorems, lemmas, corollaries and equations 
have been numbered by three entries, e.g. (2.3.4) would mean 
the fourth numbered equation of third article in Chapter II. 
.-/e conclude with a bibliography which is by no means an 
exhaustive one but lists only those books ana papers which has 
been referred in the text. 
CHAPTER - I 
In the present chapter, we mention some well-known 
results from the theory of Lattices, 2-metric spaces and 
multi-valued mappings which are relevent to our investi-
gations presented in the subsequent chapters. 
lol LATT ICES 
DHFBJiriON lol.l [66] A set X is called partially ordered 
if for certain pairs of its elements x and y there is 
defined a relation X > y (x is larger than y) for which 
the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) X > y excludes x = y, 
(ii) If X > y and y > z then x > z (transitivity 
of inequality) 
DEFINITION lolo2 [66] A partially ordered set X is called 
a lattice if it satisfies the following condition; 
For any two elements Xj^ , ^ their supremum which 
is denoted by Xj^  v X2 and their infimum which is denoted by 
XjL /\ X2 exist. 
DEFINITION I0I.3 [66] A lattice X is called complete if 
each of its non-empty subsets has a supremum and infimum© 
: 2 : 
DEFINITION 1.1,4 [66] A lattice X is called Dede^kind 
complete if each of its non-empty subsets having an upper 
bound has a supremum and each of its non-empty subsets having 
lower bound has infimum. 
DEFINITION I0I.5 [66] A sequence in a lattice X is 
said to be (0)-convergent to the limit x ^ X (in symbol 
Xj^  •> X or X = (o)-lim x^) if there exist two monotonic 
sequences of elements in X, one decreasing jy^ ^ and other 
increasing such that 
(i) x = Inf y^ = Sup z^ -
(ii) z^ < x^ < y^ for n=l,2,3,..o,. 
THEOREM 1«1,1 [66j A necessary and sufficient condition fov an 
increasing (decreasing) sequence to be (o)-convergent 
to the element x is that the equality -x = sup x^ (x = inf x^) 
holds. 
DEFINITION 1#1.6 [66j A linear lattice is a real linear space 
X which is simultaneously a lattice and in which the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If X > y, then x+z > y+-z for arbitrary z ^  X. 
(ii) If X > y, then Ax > Ay for arbitrary X> o. 
[linear lattice ore also called vector lattice]. 
J 3 : 
REMARK (i) In a linear lattice the inequalities x > y and 
x-y > o are equivalent 
(ii) if x-y > o then x > y. 
DEFINITION 1.1.7 [66j A real linear space X is called a 
.or 
Riesz space (or k-lineat(.linear lattice or lattice ordered 
vector space) if the class of positive elements is selected 
in X and with the help of it we introduce the ordering 
(by remark ii ) which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) if X > o, then x o, 
(ii) if X > o and y > o, then x+y > o, 
(iii) for any two elements x,y ^  X their supremum xV^ 
exists, 
(iv) if X > o and the number A> o, then also Xx > o, 
REMARKo The concept of Riesz spaces and linear lattice are 
equivalent. 
DEFINHICN l.loS [66] For arbitrary x € X where X is a 
Riesz space the element x"*" = x v o is called positive part, 
the element x" = (-x) v o is called its negative part, and 
the element 1x1 = x+ + x~ is called the absolute value of 
the element x. 
: 4 : 
Tj^EOREM l.lo2 [66] Let X be vector lattice and let x,y 
• arid z be elements of X, then 
lo |x+y| < 1x1 + lyl -
I |x| - lyl < Ix-y 
3o 1(x V z) - (y V z)I ^ Ix-y 
4. (i) (x+y)^ < + y"*" 
(ii) (x+y)" < x'+y" 
DEFINITION 1.1„9 166] Two elements x and- y of the Riesz 
space X are called disjoint (in symbol xj,y) if 1x1 A |yl = 0, 
DEFINITIC^ lololO [66] A Riesz space X is called Archimedean 
if the axiom of Archimedes is satisfied. 
DEFINniCN l.loll [66] I f a > o and n a < b for all 
n = l,2,»o.o., then a = o where a and b are the real 
numbers, is called axiom of Archimedes, 
1.2. NORMED LATTICE 
D E F I N m O N lo2«l. [66] A linear space X over a field K is 
called normed space if to each element x € X , there is associa-
ted a real non-negative number H x j| which satisfy the 
following conditions; 
: 5 : 
(i) II X II 2 o and || x || = o if and only if x = o 
for all x ^ X, 
( i i ) II ax i = |a| II X |l for a l l x g X and a G K, 
(iii) II Xj^+X2 II < 11 Xj^  11+ 11 X2 11 for all Xj^fX^^ X. 
UEFINHION lo2.2 [66] A sequence [x^ j^ in X is said to 
be norm convergent to x, that is, 
n or x = (b) - lim x^) if || x^-x|l—> o 
DEFINITICN lo2.3 [66] The sequence jx^j in a normed space 
X is called (b)-fundamental (or eauchy sequence in X) if 
——> o as m,n — > «>• 
DEFINITICN 1.2o4 [66] A normed lattice (or KN-lineal or 
Normed Riesz space) is a Riesz space which is simultaneously 
a normed space in which the norm satisfies the following 
condition: 
Ixl < ly! implies H x H < H y H o 
(it is called monotoneity of the norm). 
The following theorem express the property of the 
(b)-continuity of lattice operation in normed lattice. 
: 6 : 
THEOREM 1^2ol [66] If x^ ^ — > x, Y^ — > Yf 
x^ ' V y^ — > X V y and x^ A^ y^ x^ y. 
DEFINHION 1.2o5 [66l A norm lattice X is called (b)-
complete if every (b)-fundamental sequence is (b)-convergent« 
DEFINITICN lo2.6 [66j A (b)-complete normed lattice is called 
Banach lattice (or KB-lineai or norm complete Riesz space), 
DEFINITICN 1«2.7 [66] A Dedekind complete Riesz space in 
which there is defined a monotonic norm is called Dedekind 
complete normed lattice (or KN-space), 
DEFIMITiai 1,2.8 [66] A KB-space is a Dedekind o-complete 
normed lattice in which the norm satisfies the following: 
(i) if x^ i o, then x^ o, 
( i i ) i f x^ t (Xj^  > o ) , then H x^ ^ || > +«>. 
1.3. 2-METRIC SPACE 
DEFINITION lo3.1 [l9j Let L be an abstract set. We consider 
a which is defined on the set of all triples of points (a,b,c) 
of L into the reals and which satisfies the following 
postu^lates: 
• 7 • • I • 
(Mj^ ) For two distinct points a and b of L there is a 
point c in L such that a (a,b,c) ^ o, 
(M2) o (a,b,c) = 0 if atleast two of the three points 
a,b,c are equal, 
(M2)j O (a,b,c) = a (a,c,b) = cr (b,c,a) 
(M^) <j (a,b,c) < a (a,b,c) + c (a,d,c) +or (d,b,c), 
then a is called a 2-metric on L and (L,a) 
is called a 2-metric space® 
It is easily seen that a is non-negative. Every 
Euclidean space of finite dimension >2 has a 2-metric defined 
by 
c (ajb,c) = ^ ( 
i<j 
2 K 
where a^, b^ t^c^ ^ are the coordinates of a, b and c respec- ^ 
tively. Gahler ([23], [24]), Siddiqi and Gupta ([3l], L 6 I J ) y 
have studied m-metric spaces, m ^ 2 we confine ourself to m=2. 
DEFINITION lo3.2 [l9] TOPOLOGY ON 2-METRIC SPACES; For any 
2-metric space, we can introduce a topology as follows: 
: 8 : 
For each positive real 6 » we define the ^-nbd 
(neighbourhood) for two points a and b in L as the set 
Ue Ca',b) = l^c ^  Lj^a(a,b,c) . Let be the set of all' 
intersections H of finitely many j^^ -^nbds 
of arbitrary points a^, b^ in L. Then forms a basis 
for the 2-raetric topology on L. This topology is called the 
natural topology or the topology generated by the 2-metric a 
in Lo The totality of all sets defined by 
'z(a) = 4 ^^^ 
with arbitrary n and arbitrary pairs Z = ^ f • 
, £ ) ' forms a complete system of nbds of the n' ^n 
point 'a'• 
DEFINITICN 1,3.3 [l9] A point a in a 2-metric space L is 
called a limit-point of a subset A of L, if for any 
Z = (bjL, e^), (b^, ^x? 
9 
, there exists a 
point aj, in A, distinct from a, such that a^ , 
DEFINITICN 1.3O4 [19] a (a,b,c) is continuous as a function 
of three variables if and only if the space L has the 
: 9 : 
following property (this property is called the property S): 
For any two points a,b ^ L and for a given positive 
there exist two nbds Ufa) and Ulb) of a,b such that for any 
points a* 6 U(a) and b' e U£b), 
<j (a, b', a') < e 
Gahler [19] has conaedSred a special 2-metric space 
having the following property (Known as the property K): 
If for a sequence a,aj^,a2» of points in L, there 
exist two points b and c with cy(a,b,c) o 
lim cr(a, b, a . ) = o , lim a (a, c » a,-) = o, then for each i->oo 1 i->oo ^ 
a' e L, 
lim a (a, a' , a.) = o. i >oo 1 
The above property may characterized by the following condition: 
Let a,b,ceL such that a (a,b,c) ^ o. Then'a' is a 
limit point of a set A in L, if there exists a sequence 
of points in A with 
lim <J (a,b, x.) = o, lim cr (a,c,x.) = Oo i->oo ^ i->«. ^ 
The property K and S play a significant role m the 
theory of 2-metric spaces. The following theorems on 2-metric 
5 10 : 
spaces are very useful and for their proofs, one may refer 
to [19]. 
THEOREM I.3.I. The metric function a is continuous function 
of three variables if and only if it satisfies the property S. 
DEFINHION 1.3.5 [l9](i) A sequence {x^J in (L,cr) is said 
to be a Cauchy sequence if a ^ o as m and 
n > oo for every a £ Lo 
the (ii) A sequence in (L,a) is s^aid to converge to 
point X e L if lim a (x ,x.,a) = o for every a e L. 
n->oo " 
(iii) A 2-metric space (L,cy) is said to be complete if 
every Cauchy sequence in it is convergent. 
(iv) A 2-metric space (L,cr) is said to be bounded if there 
exists a constant K^osuch that a (a,b,c) < K for all a,b,c 
in Lo 
1 . 4 2-;n!0RMED SPACE; 
Let L be a linear space of dimension greater than 1 
and II II a mapping from L x L into the set R of all 
feal numbers with the following postulate: 
(Nj^). II a,b |1= O <==> a and b are linearly dependent 
(N^). 11 a,b 11 = 11 b,a ll 
(N^). ||Aa,b 11= \A[ II a , b II, where ^eR, 
(N,). II a+b , c II < II a , c 11+ H b , c l| , 
: 11 : 
then, we say that i| II is a 2~norm on L and that 
(L» II II ) is a 2~normed linear space [ 2 l J . Using (N^ )^, 
(N^) and (N^) Gahler has shown that H || is non-negative. 
In the above definition, if we replace the condition (N^) by 
a weaker condition: 
(N4) a,b 11 = 11 a,b-a 
then i*y|l is called a Semi-2-norined on L and (L, 
is called a Semi-2~normed space [18]. If we replace the 
axiom (N^) by 
0,0 1 ) 
(IM.). lMa,b 
. p 
/ 1 II lU o < p < 1,-
then (L, |1 H ) is called a quasi-2-normed space [59]0 
For p = 1, we get a 2-normed linear space. For any ll 
if we put II b-a, c-a || = cr (a,b,c), then it becomes a 2-
metric spaceo Henceforth, a 2-normed linear space would be 
abbreviated to as 2-nls. 
There are two notions of convergence, one due to White 
[67], and the other due to Gahler [26]. The following notions 
are due to White [26]: 
(1)0 Cauchv Sequence: A sequence in a 2-nls L is 
: 12 : 
called a Cauchy sequence, if there exist b and c in L 
such that b and c are linear independent', and 
lim II a^ -ajjj, bll = lim || a„-
n,nr—><» " n,^ -^><» n m' 
c = o a 
. 1 
(2). Convergent sequence; A sequence < [ in a 2-nls L is 
called a convergent sequence, if there exists an 'a' ^  L 
such that 
lim 11 a^-a,b |l = o for every b G L. 
n 
( 3 ) . 2-Banach space; A 2-nls in which every Cauchy sequence 
is convergent is called a 2-Banach space. 
The following notions are due to Gahler [26]: 
If (L, 11 >,0 II ) is a 2-normed space, then for any b 6 L, 
/(^(a) = 11 a,b II is a semi-norm on L. 
A natural topology for a 2-normed space (L, l| .,0 H ) 
is the locally convex T2-topology defined by the system 
rj^  I of all semi-norms Jl^ ^ defined as above. A funda-
mental system of all nbas of zero is given by the totality 
of sets of the form 
: 13 : 
wl 
W,(o) a,a. II < ey 3=1*2, • n 
here Z = e^), » 
6a > o reals). It has been shown by Gahler that in a 
2-nls (L, II 11 ) , 
n 
= Z 11 a , a . 11 
j = l ^ 
is a norm on L which induces the same topology as induced by 
•to 1* A subset A of a 2 - n l s (L, 1| o,o H ) i s said to be 
bounded if for every nbd W of zero, there-exists o such 
that the set 6 A = ^^A | a to contained in W. A 
2-nls (L, II I! ) is said to be locally bounded if the zero 
nbds are bounded. It is said to be strongly locally bounded if 
for a,b e>L with || a,b || ^ o, and for each G> o, the set 
Wj.(o), E = e), (b, e ) is bounded. 
Each finite dimensional 2-nls is strongly locally bounded. 
F u r t h e r , every 2 - n l s (L, || |1 ) i s a uniform space whose 
uniform structure is given by the system^^j^ of all 
j b^L 
semi-norm in L defined by jlj^^'^) = II a,b || and has a basis 
consisting of all sets in L x L of the form 
where 
(a,b)Jb-aevVj,(o)j, 
: 14 : 
f 
Z = t Caj^ L, > o real). 
A Moor-smith sequence b^ j , b^^L, is called a 
Cauchy sequence if it is Cauchy with respect to all semi-norm 
/f^t bfeL. This mean that for any beL and any o, 
there exists a 3 1 such that |1 b jj < 6 for all 
i, with i, i' > j. A 2-nls (L, 1| .,» jj ), which is 
complete, i.e. in which each Cauchy-Moor-Smith sequence is 
convergent, is called a 2-Banach space. Every countable 
Gauchy sequence in the sense of Gahler is also a Cauchy 
sequence in" the sense of '.Vhite but the converse is not true 
[26]o We mentioned belov/ some of the important theorems due 
to Gahler: 
THEOREM 1.4.1. Every 2-nls (L, H .,. || ) is a locally convex 
topological vector space. 
REMARKS 
(1)0 Every 2-nls is uniformable as a topological vector 
space o 
(2)0 The topology, induced by a norm and a 2-norm on a 
finite dimensional vector space are equivalent. 
(3). For each norm || . 1| and each 2-norm || || defined 
: 15 : 
on a finite dimensional vector space L, there always exists 
a real positive number /A such that 
II II 1 /\ ll a II 11 b ll» for all a,bfeL, holdSo 
(4)c There exists a 2-normed space of countable dimension 
which is not metrizable and does not have any norm 
([21], p. 13). 
If L is arbitrary 2-nls, then (L, || • 1| ), where 
II a II = II a' ,a || + || b' ll» a' ana b' 6 L, is a normed 
spaceo In this case, the topologies generated by a'2-norm 
il o,, li and a norm jj o |i are not equivalent, in general. 
The following theorem provides a criterian for the compati-
bility of these norms defined on L in the above manner 
(Provided || a', b' jj O) with their topologieso 
THEOREM lo4o2. The topologies generated by a 2-norm || .,o| 
and the norm |1 » H defined with the help of a 2-norm in the 
above manner are equivalent if and only if, the 2-normed 
space possesses the property Ko 
COROLLARY 1»4.1. Every finite dimensional 2-nls possesses 
the property K. 
: 16 : 
The function a (a,b,c)=:|| b-a, c-a || is not a conti-
nuous function of all the three Variables, in general, but 
the following theorem provides a criterion for its continuity. 
THEOREM 1.4o3. A 2-metric function a, associated with the 
2-norm || .,o H by a (a,b,c) = 1| b-a, c-a 1|, is a continuous 
function of all the three variables if the following condi-
tion holds: 
For o ^ a nbd. U of zero such that for all a',b'eU, 
ii a' ,b' li <.e « 
Gahler, Siddiqi and Gupta [28] have shown that all 2-
norms defined on finite dimensional vector spaces are 
equivalent. 
lo5. 2-FUNCTIONALS AND 2-OPERATORS; A 2-functional F is 
a mapping 
F : A X C > R, 
where A and C are linear manifolds of a 2-normed linear 
space [67]o F is said to be a linear 2-functional if 
(F^) F(a+c, bfd) = F(a b) +F(a,d) + F(c,b) +F(c,d), 
(F2) F(^a,/rb) = /l/rF(a,b), /\,/reR. 
: 17 : 
F is said to be bounded if there existia real constant k > o 
such that 
I F(a,b) I < klla,b| 1 , 
for all (a,b)eAxB. If F is bounded, define the norm of F, 
written 1jF||, by 
||F1| = gib [k/ |F(a,b)| < k||a,b|| for all (a,b)6AxB5r , 
if F is unbounded, define |1F1| = + oo . 
Let L be 2-nls and L' be a nls. A 2-oDerator T is a 
mapping 
T : LxL > L' 
T is called 2-linear (or bilinear) if it is linear in both 
variables. T is called 2-bouneded if there existSa real 
constant k > o such that 
T(a,b) < klla,b|l, for all (a,b)eLxL. 
If T is 2-bounded, then 
I|T| I = Inf [K/ I |T(a,b)I 1 < k| | a,b 
If L' = R, then T is called a 2-functional. A 2-operator 
T is 2-continuous at (a,b) if given 6> o, there exists a 6> o 
such that 11t(a,b)-T(a',b')1 I < 6 whenever lla,b-b'll < £ and 
a',b-b'll < S » oi" ila-a'fbll < S and l|a,b-b'|l < S ° 
: 18 : 
A bounded linear 2-operator T is 2-continuous at each points 
of its domain. Some properties of operators helds for 2-operators 
viz. 
(1) If a bilinear 2-operator is 2-continuous at ( 0 , 0 ) , then 
it is 2-continuous. 
(2) A bilinear 2-operator T is 2-.continuous if and only if T is 
2-bounded. 
On the other hand, some properties of operators are 
carried over to 2-operators only under certain restrictions, 
for example the following theorem holds: 
THEOREIvI loS.l If T is any alternating^ ' bilinear 2-operator 
defined on a finite dimensional 2-nls then it is 2-bounded and 
hence 2-continuous [97]o 
I06 2-INNER PRODUCT; Let L be a linear space with 
dim (L) > 1, and if (•,*/) : LxLxL > R, which satisfies 
the following postulates: 
(iPj^ ). (a, a/b) 2 Of a/t>) = o ^  ^ a and b are linearly 
dependent, 
(*) A 2-operator T is called alternating if T(a,b) = -T(b,a) 
for all a,b 6.0(1), the domain of To 
: 19 : 
(IP2). (a, a/b) = (b, b/a), 
(IP3)o (a, b/c) = (b, a/c), 
( I P 4 ) . (a+a',b/c) = (a, b/c) + (a', b/c), 
(IP5). (A a, b/c) = /\(a, b/c), for every /feR, 
then (•, is called a 2-inner product on L 
and that (L, («, •/<)) is called 2-inner product space or a 
2-pre-Hilbert space [l4]. Henceif«rth , a 2-inner product 
would be abbreviated to as 2-i.p. 
LEMMA 1.6.1 (Cauchy-schwarz inequality) 
For arbitrary point a,b,c,^L, 
1 ( a , b / c ) 1 < V" (a» a / c ) V (b, b / c ) 
THEOREM 1.6.1 For every i.p. (• , •) on Bj^ , the function 
(.,><) defined on LxLxL by (a, b/c) = ( B(axc), B(bxc)) 
represents a 2-inner product on L. 
COR . I 0 6 I . Let (L, { ' i*/') be a 2-pre-Hilbert space. 
A 2-inner product is defined on L by 
(a,b) (a,c) 
(a, b/c) 
( b , c ) ( c , c ) 
= (a,b) 1 |cl r-(a,c)(b,c) 
THEOREM 1®6.2 On any 2-pre-Hilbert space (L, {•,'/-))* the 
stipulation j|a,b|l =V (a, a/b) defines a 2-noriii for which 
: 20 : 
(a, b/c) [l|a+b,cii^- |la-b,cl!^] and 
lla+b,cll2 + lla-b,cll2 = 2[|la,cl|2 4- llb,c!|2] 
COR« 1.6o2 Every 2-pre-Hilbert space is strictly concfex:. 
2-SEMI-INNER PRODUCT SPACE; 
DEFINITION 1.6.1 Let L be linear space with dim (L) > 1 
and if [*,*/»] is a real function on LxLxL which satisfies 
the following postulates: 
iSj). i. [a+a', b/c] = [a, b/c] + [a', b/c], 
ii. [ Aa, b/c] =/\[a, b/c], for every r e a l a n d 
for every a', a, b, c fe L, 
(52). [a, a/b] > 0 if a and b are linearly independent, 
1/2 1/2 
( 5 3 ) . j[a, b/c]i < [a, a/c] [b, b/c] 
then, we say that [*, */*] is a 2-semi~inner product 
an L, and that (L, [«, 'z^ ]) is a 2-semi-inner product 
space. Hence forth, a 2-semi-inner product would be 
abbreviated to as 2- s.i.p. [ 58 ]. 
THEOREM 1.6.3 [58] A 2-s.i.p space is a 2-normed linear space 
1/2 
with the norm [a, a/b] provided [a, a/b] = [b, b/a]» 
: 21 : 
LEMMA [58] Every 2-normed linear space can be made into a 
2-Soi.p. spaceo 
For a comprehensive account of 2-metric, 2-norm and 
2-inner product space and for a fairly complete bibliography 
we refer to Iseki [38], Siddiqi [57] and Singh, Tiwari and 
Gupta [63]. 
In this section we present important results concerning 
multi-valued mappings. 
DEFINITION 1,7.1 [3] Let X and Y- be two topological spaces 
and F : X > 2^ (2^ denote the set of all subsets of Y) 
be a multi-valued mapping such that for all x ex, f(x) ^ 
Then F is a said to be lower semi-continuous at x^s X if 
for any open set W of F(XQ) in Y, there exist a nbd 
V of x such that x e V^ implies F(x)DVJ (t). 
DEFINITION 1.7.2 [3] Let X and Y be two topological space 
Y and F : X > 2 be a set-valued mapping such that for all 
xex, F(X) F is said to be upper semi-continuous at x E X. 
: 22 : 
if for arbitrary nbd W of in Y, there exists a 
nbd V in X such that F(x) C W, for all x e V, 
DEFINITION 1,7.3 [3] F : X > 2 "is said to^continuous at 
x t X if.it is upper semi continuous (u,s,c) and lower semi 
continuous (loSoc) at x. The set-valued mapping F is called 
continuous on X if it continuous at each point x ^  X. 
THEOREM l.Vol [3] 
Let X and Y be two compact spaces and F : X 
be a point, closed set valued mapping. Then F is UoSoC. if 
and only if the graph of F 
G(F) = (x,y) JxeXfY e Y, y6F(x) j is closed in X x Y 
If (X,d) is a metric space, then 
(a) CB(X) = 
(b) 
C C is non-empty closed and bounded sub set 
of 
C| C is non-empty compact subset of X r, 
Let (X,d) be metric space. For any non-empty subset A, B of 
X, we define 
(c) ^(A,B) = sup I d(a,b) | a£A, bfcB j , 
(d) D(A,B) = inf | d(a,b) 1 a£A, b e B j , 
(e) H(A,B) = max jsup |^D(a,B) |a6 a| , sup D( A, b) | b ^  B j 
: 23 : 
DEFINITION 1 . 7 O 4 Let (X,d) be a metric space then 
(CB(X) , H) is a metric space with the Hcwjs^dorff metric 
H[ 3 ]. 
Now let I^A^ 1 n = 1, 2,,o '-be sequence of sets in 
B(X): space of all non-empty bounded subset of X, ((x,d) is 
complete metric space) . We say Aj^  converges to a subset 
A of X if 
I) each point a G: A is the lemit of convergent sequence 
j^ay,^  , when a^^ is in A^ ,^ for n=l, 2, 
II) for arbitrary G> o, there exist an integer N such that 
A^ C A^ for n > N, where A^ is the union of all open spheres 
with centres in A and radius G » 
A is then said to be the lemit of the sequence ^ A I 
LEmA 1 . 7 . 1 [16 ] If I Ay^ J and ^By,'' are sequence of bounded 
subsets of a complete metric space (X,d) which converges to 
the bounded subsets A and B respectively, then the sequence 
'^(Ay,, Byi) converges to 5(A,B): 
Now let F be a mappings of a complete metric space (X,d) 
into CB(X) . We say that the mapping F is continuous at the 
point X in X if whenever IS A sequence of points in X 
: 24 : 
converges to x, the sequence fF(x^)| converges to F(x) 
in CB(X). 
THEOREM Io7.2 [40] For every metric space (X,d) the following 
assertions holds: 
(1) If (X,d) is a complete metric space, then (CB(X), H) 
is also a complete metric space with the Housdorff metric H. 
Oi' (2) If (X,d) is a sej:(rable metric space, then (CB(X), H) is 
0' also separable metric space, 
DEFINITION 1.7.5 [5l] Let (X,dj^) and (y,d2) be metric 
spaces. A function F : X > CB(Y) is said to be multi-valued 
Lipschitz mapping (abbreviated moV.l.m) of X into Y if and 
only if H(F(x), F(y)) < adj^(x,y) for all x,y ^ X, where 
a > o is a fixed number. The constant a is called Lipschitz 
constant for F. If F has a Lipschitz constant a < 1, then 
F is called a multi-valued contraction mapping (abbreviated 
moV.c.m). If F has Lipschitz constant a = 1, then F is 
called a multi-valued non-expansive mapping. A m.v.l.m. is 
continuous o 
LEMMA 1.7.2 [5i; 
Y Let F : X > 2 be a moV.l.m. with Lipschitz constant a, 
: 25 : 
If A,B , then 
> 
H (U I^F(a) I aeA^ , U | F(b) | beej) < a H(A,B) . 
THEOREM 1.7.3 [51] 
Y 
Let F:X >2 be m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant 
Z 
a and G:Y >2 be m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant p. 
If GoF:X > 2 is defined by (GoF) (x) = u|^G(y)l y^F(x)j 
for all X ^ X , then GoF is m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant 
ap. 
THEOREM 1.7.4 [51] 
Y 
Let F:X >2 be m.v.l.m. with ipschitz constant 
X Y c 
a and let F: 2 >2 be given by F(A) = UjF(a) |a6A 
X 
for all A o Then F is a Lipschitz mapping with Lipschitz 
constant a<, 
EX^ '^ JVIPLE 1.7.2 
Let I = [o,l] denote the unit interval of real numbers 
(with usual metric) and let f:I > I be given by 
r 
f(x)=: 
0 < x < 1/2 
X + 1 , l/2< X < 1 
Define F:I by F(x) = [o j 
(a) F is a m.v.c.m, 
U f(x) for each x ^ I. 
: 26 : 
THEOREM 1.7.5 [51^ 
Let F : X > CB(Y) be m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz 
constant a and G : X > CB(Y) be m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz 
constant p. If FUG: X > CB(Y) is given by (FUG) x =F(x)U 
G(x) for all x^X, then FUG is m.v.l.m., with Lipschitz 
constant max { 
The following example shows it is not in general true that the 
inter^section of two multi-valued contraction mappings is conti-
nuous (we define the intersection of two m.v. mappings only when 
the image sets have a non-empty inter^section at each point). 
EXAMPLE 1.7.3 Let =[(x,y) |o < x < 1 and o < y < l}. 
Let F : > CB(I^) be defined by F(x,y) is the line 
segme nt in from the point ^(l/2)X ,o] to the point 
{(1/2) X, l} for each (x,y)6I^, and let G : > CB(I^) 
be defined by G(x,y) is the line segment in I from the point 
1(1/2) X, o] to the point {(1/3) x, f each (x,y)el^o 
It is easy to see that F and G are each m.v.Com. and 
that F ri G which is given by 
(FnG)(x,y) = 
(1/2).X ,o) 
((x,y) e I' X = o for all 
( x » y ) 6 I » is not continuous [5l] 
: 27 : 
1.8 FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR" MULTI-VALUED MAPPINGS: 
THEOREM 1.8.1 [5l[ 
Let (X,d) be complete metric space. If F : X > CB(X) 
is a m.v.c.-m., then F has a fixed point. 
THEOREM 1.8.2 [35] 
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, and let 
F ; X > CB(X) be a multi-valued mapping with the following 
condition: 
for every x,y G X, 
H(F(x), F(y)) < a (D(x,F(x)) + D(y,F(y))) + 
0 (D(x,F(y)) +D(y,F(x))) + yD(x,y). 
Where a,p,Y are non-negative and 2d + 2p + y < 1• 
Then F has a fixed point, i.e. there is a point x such that 
X £ f(x) . 
THEOREM 1.8.3 [35] 
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. If 
F : X > BN(X) (set of all non-empty bounded subset of X), 
is a multi-valued function which satisfy 
F(y)) < a [H(x, F(x)) + H(y, F(y))] 
+ P [H(x, F(y)) + H(y, F(x))] + yd (x,y), 
: 28 : 
for every x,y in X, where a,p,Y a^® non-negative and 
2a + 4p-f- 1, then f has unique fixed point, i.e. for 
some x'', f(x'') = • 
THEOREM 1.8o4 [l6] 
Let F be a continuous mapping of a compact metric 
space (X,d) into BN(X) satisfying the inequality 
< max • 6 (FX, F^) , SCf"*^ , F V ) , 6(F^, F^ ): 
/ / o < Y , Y < P » o < S » s < q 
for all x,y in X for which the right hand side of the 
inequality is positive, for some fixed positive integer 
p and q. Then F has a unique fixed point 7; in X and 
further F(z) = ^ z'^  . 
DEFINITION 1.8.1 [51 ] 
A metric (X,d) is called €-chainable (where 6> o is 
fixed) if and only if given a,b£X there is an 6.-chain from 
a to " b (that is, a finite set of points ^Q'^I* '^n ^ 
such that x^ = a, ^^ ~ ^ '^^ i-l* '^ i^  ^ ^ 
all i = 1, 2, n) 
: 29 : 
DEFINITION 1.8.2 [ 5 ? ] 
Let (X,d) be €-chainable metric space. 
A mapping F : X > CB(X) is said to be an , A ) 
taniformaly contractive multi-valued mapping (where 6> o and 
o <X< 1) provided that, if x,yex and d(x,y) <£ , then 
H(F(x), F(y)) <^d(x,y). 
THEOREM 1 . 8 . 5 [ 5 T ] 
Let (X,d) be complete £-chainable metric space. 
X 
If F : X >2 is an ( €;, A') - uniformaly contractive 
multi-valued mapping, then F has a fixed point. 
For further details concerning fixed point Theorems 
of multi-valued mappings see Baiocchi and Capelo [3J. 
CHAPTER II 
MULTI-VALUED MAPPINGS ON 2-METRIC SPACES 
The celeberated Banach contraction theorem for metric 
spaces has been extended for multi-valued contraction mappings 
by S.B. Nadler, Jr [51] which states that if X is a complete 
metric space and T is a contraction multi-valued mapping on 
X into the sapce CB(X) of all closed and bounded subsets of 
X, then T has a fixed point, that is, there exists a point 
x e x such that x£T(^)o A 2-dimensional analogue of metric 
space has been extensively studied by S. Gahler in a series 
of papers published in Mathatische Nachrichten (see [19] [20] 
[24] [26] and survey articles by K. Iseki [38] and A.H. Siddiqui 
[57]). A 2-metric space is a pair (X,d) where X is non-empty 
set andd is a real valued mapping defined on X x X x X having 
the properties: 
(Mj^ ) d(x, y, z) = o "holds, if at least two of the points x, y, z 
are equal. For distinct x and y of X, there is a point z 
in X such that d(x, y, z) o 
(M2) d(x, y, z) = d (x, z, y) = d(y, z, x) 
(M3) d( X, y, z) < d (x, y, p) + d(x, p, z) +d(p, y, z) for every 
P ^ Xo 
: 31 : 
The main object of this Chapter is to obtain an extension 
of the above theorem of Nadler for 2-raetric spaces. In this 
connection we have also investigated the properties of the 
space of all closed bounded subsets of a 2-metric space and 
Lipschitz mappings in the setting of 2-metric sapces. 
2.1 PROPERTIES OF THE SPACE OF ALL CLOSED AND BOUNDED 
SUBSETS OF A 2-METRIC SPACE: 
DEFINITION 2.1.1 Let (X,d) be a 2-metric space. A subset K 
of X is called bounded if there exists a positive number M 
such that d(x, y, z) < M for all x, y, z ^ K, ' 
We denote by CB(X), the set of all non-empty closed 
and bounded subsets of X. For any A,B,C and D in CB(X), 
we set 
f(A, B, C) = Sup Inf d(x, y, z), for any zfiC. 
X E A y £ B .... (2.1.1) 
We define a 2-metric on CB(X) as follows: 
H(A, B, C) = max{?(A, B, C) , C, A), f(C, A, B)] o . . . . (2.1.2) 
First and second property of the 2-metric can be easily 
checked, so we prove here third condition of the 2-metric. 
By the third property of d(., ;), we have 
d(x,y,z) < d(x,y,p) + d(x,p,z) + d(p,y,z) for any x^A, ytB, 
: 32 : 
zee and p ^ D. This implies that 
Inf d(x,y,z) < Inf d(x,y,p) +d(x,p,z) +'Inf d(p,y,z) 
y £ B yeB yeB 
holds for all zeC and ps D«, From this it follows that 
Sup Inf d(x,y,z) < Sup Infd(x,y,p) + Sup d(x,p,z)+ Inf d(p,y,z) 
xe A ye B xeA yeB xe A y & B 
holds for all zeC and peD. This gives further that, 
^(A,B,C) < ^  (A,B,D) + f (A,D,C) + f(D,B,C) 
Similarly 
f(A,C,B) < j?(A,C,D) +f(A,D,B) +f(D,C,B) and 
)(B,C,A) < p(B,C,D) + p (B,D,C) + (D,C,A) 
Combining these results we get 
H ( A , B , C ) < H ( A , B , D ) + H ( A , D , C ) +H(D,B,C). 
The 2-metric defined by the equation (2,lc2) will be called a 
Gahler 2-metrico 
Now we introduce properties K and S for Gahler 2-metric 
space (CB(X), H) . 
PROPERTY S 
Let (CB(X) , H) be a Gahler 2-metric space with 2-metric 
Ho Then for any two sets A,B CB(X) and for any given positive 
e , there exist two neighbourhood U(A) and U(B) of A ,B such 
that for any two points A' U(A) and B' U(B), 
H(A, B' , A ' ) <e . 
: 33 : 
PROPERTY K 
Let (CB(X), H) be a Gahler 2-metric si»ace with 
Gahler 2-metric H. If for a sequence A, A^ ,^ k^* ••••••• of 
sets in CB(X) and for a given ^ > o, there exist a positive 
integer N and two sets B and C with H(A, B, C) o, 
H(A, B, A^) < e , H(A, C, A^) < £ , whenever i > N, then for 
each A'€CB(X) 
H(A, X , A^) < 6 whenever i > N <. 
THEOREM 2.id 
Let (X,d) be a 2-metric space with metric d and -
let (CB(X), H) be a Gahler 2-metric space with Gahler 
2-metric H. Then 
(i) if (X,d) satisfies the property K, (CB(X), H) 
satisfies the property K . 
(li) if (X,d) satisfies the property S, (CB(X), H) 
satisfies the property S » 
Proof 
of 
(i) Let A, Aj^ , A2> ....o be a sequence^ sets in CB(X) and 
let a A, a^sAj^f a2^A2,o Which implies that 
a, aj^ , 32* 93, is a sequence of points in Xo 
: 34 : 
Since X satisfies the property K, there exist two points 
b and c with d(a, b, c) ^ o, 
d(a, b, a- ) < € , whenever i 2 ^ 
d(a, c, a^O < e » whenever "i 2 N* 
i.e. There exist two sets B and C such that 
B = |b e X } d(a, b, c) o, d(a, b, a- ) < ^  , for i > nJ 
C = [c€X I d(a, b, c) ^ o, d(a, c, a- ) < 6 , for i 2 N} 
Now Sup Inf d( a, b, c) o for all a 6 A, 
b € B c 6 C 
implies H(A, B, C) ^ o. 
And now, d(a, b, a-) <6 whenever i 2 N* 
implies Sup Inf d(a, b, a^ -) <fe for all a-
aeA beB 
Hence, H(A, B, A^ -) <£ whenever 1 2 ^ * 
Similarly, H(A, C, A-) < e whenever i 2 N* 
Since (X,d) satisfies the property K, then for each a'£ X 
d(a, a' , a.) < e , whenever i 2 N* 
For any A' e CB(X), We have 
Sup Imf d(a, a' , a.) < e , whenever i 2 
aeA a' € A 
implies that H(A, a'', A J < 6 , i 2 N. 
: 35 : 
(ii) Let A,B be two sets in CB(X) . For given o, 
suppose that a^A, b^B, By the property of S there exist 
two neighbd ' U(a) and U(b) of a,b, which implies that 
there exist two neighbds U(A) = U U(A) and U(B) = U U(b) 
a£A b£B 
of the sets A and B respectively. For any two points 
a* 6U(a), b'eu(b) we have 
d( a, a' , b^) < e . 
Now for any two sets / C U(A) and B' C U(B) , 
Sup Inf d(a, a' , b' ) < e . 
a' 6 A' b' € B' 
which implies H(A, A' , B' ) < 6 , 
COROLLARY 2.1.1 Gahler 2-metric function H is continuous 
function of three variables if and only if 2-metric function d 
is continuous function of thr^e variableso 
•DEFINITION 2.1.2: Let x and y be two elements in a 2-metric 
space (X,d). Then the set U (x,y) = {z 6x/d(x,y,z) <€} 
for any real numbere > o, is called neighbd. of x and y. 
For any Z = , (x^,^^) (x^, 6^)] 
(x^eX, ^i > o real number) and any -x £ X, the 
w 
set Z(x) = n Ue.(x, x. ) Is called a neighbds. of x. 
i=l ^ 
: 36 : 
(b) Let [a^] be a sequence of subsets of a 2-metrie space 
X. We say that x^ is a limit point of [A^j if to each 
neighbourhood ) there corresponds an integer n such 
that 
K > n Aj^  n Wj, ( XJ (}). 
Wfi say that x^  is a cluster point of {A^ i if for 
each neighbourhood and for each positive integer n, 
we have 
( B K ; K > n) : Aj^H ) (j). 
The set of all limit points" of {a^ '^  ig I called the limit 
infimum of ^ ai^ d is denoted by limit Inf A- ; the 
set of all cluster points of -[A. j is called the limit 
supremum of A^^  ^  and is denoted by lim sup A^. 
DEFINITION 2.1.3 Let [Ay,j- be sequence of closed and bounded 
subsets of a 2-metric space X. Then we say that •A„• 
converges to A in CB(X) if for each 6 > o there exists a 
positive integer N such that H(A„ , A, B) < £ whenever n _> M i 
for any B £ CB(X). 
DEFINITION 2.1o4 Let .{a^ • be a sequence of closed and bounded 
37 : 
subsets of a 2-metric space X. Then we say that is a 
Cauchy sequence if for each 6 > o there exists an integer 
N such that A^, B) < 6 whenever n,m >_ N for any 
B €CB(X) . 
THEOREM 2.1.2 If (X,d) is a complete 2-metric space then 
(CB(X), H) is also a complete 2-metric space. 
PROOF» Let (X,d) be a complete 2-metric space and let {m^I 
be a Cauchy sequence in CB(X). Let M be the set defined as 
M = lim sup M^. 
We prove that, for every £> o there exists a positive integer 
N such that H(My,, M, P) £ 6 whenever n ^  ^ » every 
P € CB(X)o 
M is closed and bounded follows from the definition of lim sup 
and properties of . Since is a Cauchy sequence, for 
any given £ > o there exists a positive integer N such that 
H(Mj,, M^, P) < whenever n > m; n, m 2 N , for any 
CB(X) . 
We prove that H(M, Mj^  , P) < which clearly implies that 
H ( M , M „ , P) < H ( M , M ^ ,P) + H(M, M^ , M^^ ) + , M^ , P) 
< + V 3 + V3 = e 
: 38 : 
To prove the relation H(M, Mj^  , P) < for any P6CB(X), 
it is sufficient to prove that 
(i) For any x€M, f(x, Mj^  , p) < ^/S for any p6P 
(ii) For any y 6 , P ( y , M, p) < V 3 far any p£P. 
We consider the following set A^ = {x 6 X) f(x, Mj^ , p) < ^3, 
for all p €p|. Since the sequence is a 6auchy sequence, 
we obtain that for n 2 M , ^ ' From the definition of 
the set M it follows that M C U A^. It is equivalent to 
i > N 
f(x, Mj^  , p) < V 3 for all x£M and p£P. 
To prove the second assertion, we consider the sequence of 
integers, n^ = N j^ i. for6> o. In each we choose a point 
m such that 
(1) m^^ = 3 
(2) d(m , m , p) < P 6.P, which is possible as 
. m ^ ^ is a Cauchy sequenceo We now remark that the sequence 
• n- I is a Cauchy sequence, since d(m , m , p) <. 
if I > q. Since X is a complete 2-metric space, we can 
consider m = lim m and from the definition of the set M 
we have that m£M. Since 
d(m^ , m^, , p) d(m , y, p) < 
: 39 : 
taking the limit, we get 
d(y, m, p) < m€M, p € P . 
Thus, from (i) and - (ii) we have H(M, Mj^  , P) < 6/3 
for all P e CB(X). 
This implies that 
H(M, P) < for all PeCB(X) and therefore CB(X) is 
complete« 
2.2 MULTI-VALUED LIPSCHITZ MAPPING IN 2-METRIC SPACES; 
DEFINITION 3.1 Let (X,d) be a 2-metric space and 
let F : X > CB(X) be a multi-valued mapping. Then F is 
called a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping (m.v.l.m) with Lipschitz 
constant a > o if H ( F ( X ) , F(y), F(z)) < ad(x,y,z) for all 
X, y, z, £ X. .. O. (2.2.1) 
If (2.2.1) is true for o < a < 1, then F is called a 
multi-valued contraction mapping (m.v.c.m.). 
EXAMPLE 2.2.1 Let I^ = {(x,y) / o < x < l , o < y < l J . 
Define f : I^ > I^ by 
% 
(x/2, o) if o < y < 1/2 
f(x,y) = ^ 1 
C(x, o) if ^ < y < 1 
and let F ; I^ > CB(I^) be defined by F(x,y) = [(o,o), f(x,y) 
: 40 : 
2 Then F is a multi-valued contraction mapping on I into 
CB(I^). 
REMARK 2.2ol Every multi-valued contraction mapping is 
continuous. 
LEMMA 2.2,1 Let (X,di) and (Y, dj) be two 2-metric spaces 
Y 
and let F : X >Z be multi-valued Lipschitz mapping with 
Lipschitz constant a. Then 
H( U F(a), U F(b), U F(c)) < a H(A, B, C) , 
aeA b^B c£C 
Y 
PROOF'. Since F : X >2 is a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping 
with Lipschitz constant a , we have 
H( F(a), F(b), F(c)) < a d/a, b,c) for all a, h, c £ X. 
This implies that 
P ( F (a), F(b), F(c)) < a d^ (a, b,c) for all a, b, c ^ Xo 
For all z€.F(c), we have 
Sup Inf dix, Y, z) _< a dj(a, b, c) , for all a, b, c^X. 
xeF(a) y£F(b) 
which implies that for all z6UF(c), we have 
c e C 
Sup Imf dix, y, z) < a Sup Inf d(a, b, c) for all c^Co 
xfcUF(a) yeUFXb) • " aeA b^B ^ 
a£A . b^B 
: 41 : 
This gives us 
f( UF(a), UF(b), UF(c)) < a f(A, B, C) 
a^A b^B ceC 
Similarly UF(b), UF(c), UF(a)) < a C, A) 
beB c^c aeA 
and f( UF(c), UF(a), UF(b)) < a f(C, A, B) 
ceC afeA b^B 
From above relation we get 
H( UF(a), UF(b), UF(c)) < a H(A, B, C) 
aeA b6B c^C 
THEOREM- 2.2.1 Let (Y, dj,) and (Z, dj) be three 
Y Z 
metric spaces and let F : X >1 and G : Y >2- be 
two multi-valued Lipschitz mappings with Lipschitz constant 
Z 
a and ^ respectivelyo Then the mapping GoF : X >2 
defined by GoF(x) = U lG(y)| y€F(x)| for all x6X, is 
also a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping with Lipschitz constant 
aj3. 
PROOF « By lemma 2.2.1, we have 
H(GoF(x), GoF(y), GoF(z)) 
= H( UG(a), UG(b), UF(c)), for all x, y, z6X. 
a£F(x) beF(y) cfiF(z) 
< p H(F(x), F(y), F(z)) 
/ ap d^  (x, y, z) 
i.e. H(GoF(x), GoF(y), G O F ( Z ) ) < APDJ(x, y, z) , for all x,y,z6X, 
: 42 : 
Hence GoF is a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping with Lipschitz 
constant ap. 
Y 
THEOREM 2.2.2 Let F : X >2 be multi-valued Lipschitz 
A X Y 
mapping with Lipschitz constant a and F : 2 >2 be 
A X ^ 
given by F(A) = UF(a), for all A62 . Then F is a multi-
afiA 
valued Lipschitz mapping with Lipschitz constant a . 
PROOFo Since H(F(A), F(B), F(C)) 
= H /uF(a), U F ( b ) , UF(c))), and 
aeA b6B c6C ' 
F is a Lipschitz mapping, we have 
H(F(A), F(B), F(C)) < a H(A, B,.C), for all A, B, CB^c 
A Hence F is a multi-valued mapping with Lipschitz constant a. 
THEOREM- 2.2.3 Let F : X > CB(X) be a multi-valued Lipschitz 
mapping with Lipschitz constant a and let G : X > CB(X) be 
a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping with Lipschitz constant p. 
If FUG : X > CB(X) is defined by FUG(x) = F(x) U G(x) 
for all X £ X, then FUG is a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping 
with Lipschitz constant max ^a, p][ o 
PROOF. Since F and G are two multi-valued Lipschitz mapping 
with Lipschitz constant a , p respectively, we have 
: 43 : 
H(F(x), F(y), F(z) < a d(x, y, z) , for all x, y, z € X, 
H(G(x), G(y), G(z) < p d(x, y, z) , for all x, y, z^X. 
This implies that 
H(GUF(x), GUF(y), GUF(z)) 
= H(G(x) UF(x), F(y) UF(y), G(z) UF(z)) 
< max d(x, y, z), for all x, y, z £ X. 
Therefore GUF is a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping with 
Lipschitz constant max {a, o 
2.3 GENERALIZATION OF NADLER'S FIXED POINT THEOREM; 
DEFINITION 2.3ol A point x£X is called a fixed point of 
a multi-valued mapping F : X > CB(X) if x £ F(x). 
THEOREM 2.3,1 Let (X,d) be a complete 2-metric space and 
F : X > CB(X) be a multi-valued contraction mapping. Then 
F has a fixed point. 
PROOF. Let a < 1, be Lipschitz constant for F, (we may 
assume a > o) and let p^^ e X. Chooes p^6F(p^). Since 
F(P„), F(p, ,) eCB(X) and p^eFCpJ, there is a point 
p^  £ F( Pj ) such that 
D (PI » P^, Z) < H ( F ( P J , F(P^.), F ( Z ) ) + a/2 for all z fi X . 
: 44 : 
Similarly there exists a point P36F(p2) such that 
2 
d(P2» P3» Z) 1 H(F(pj^), F(p2), F(Z)) + ^continuing this 
process we get a point ) such that 
^^Pn' Pn+r ^^  ^ ^^Pn^' ^ 
^(Pn' Pn+1' ^ Pn' ^^  
< A[H(F(p^.2), F ( P ^ _ , ) , F ( Z ) . . ^ 
,2. , ^ n-1, < a" d(p^, pj^ , z) + ^(14-2+2^+ .... + 
l-a'^  = ci(p^ , p^, z) 
= a"^  d(p^, p^, z) + a'^  (1 ^ ) 
< a"^  d(p^, p^, z) + a" 
i.e. d(p^, p^^^, z) < a*^  d(p^, p^ ,^ z) + a"^  (2.3.1) 
In view of (M^) of the definition of 2-metric and relation 
(2.3.1), for n > m we have 
d (P^, P^, O < z) + d(p^, , p^) 
^ ^^Pm+1' Pm+2' -^^(Pm+l' Pm+2' Pn^ 
^^Pn-1' Pn' ^^^Pn-1' Pn' Pn^ ' 
* 45 : 
< [a'" + + + a-^-l] [d(p^, p^, z) p^, p^)] 
+ + + + 
< [a"^  + + + a"-^] [2+d(p^, p^, z) +d(p^, p^'p^)] 
= a^'d + a + a^ + + [2+d(p^, p^ ,^ z) +d( p^,p^ ,p^ )] 
= p^, z) p,, p^)] 
m 
< -fz^ [2+d(p^, p^, z) +d(p^, p^)] (2.3.2), 
Now Pj^ t P^) = finite for all no .... (2.3.3) 
Since d(p^, p^ ,^ p^) = 0 for n = o,l, By (Mj_) of 
definition of 2-metric. Supoose above relation (2.3.3) is 
true for 2 < n £ k-1. 
Then d(p^, p^, p^) < d(p^, p^, +d(p^, p^) 
= d(p^, p^, Pj^ j^^ ) + d(p^, p^, p^) 
= finite. 
Hence by induction p^ ,^ p^) is finite for all n. 
: 53 : 
ome 
As o ^ a < 1 the right hand side of the above relation 
(2,3o2) will lends to zero, as m,n tends to infinity. 
Hence jPyt^  a Cauchy sequence and it converges to s 
p 6X, which implies that F(p^) > F(p) - since F is 
continuous and SF(p .) , we have p 6 F(p). i.e. p is 
a fixed point of the multi-valued contraction mapping F. 
CHAPTER III 
COMMON FIXED POINTS FOR MULTI-VALUED MAPPINGS SATISFYING 
A RATIONAL INEQUALITY IN 2-METRIC SAPCE» 
The concept of 2-metric space, which is a 2-dimensional 
analogue of a metric space has been systematically studied by 
Gahler ([l9] [21]-[24]). Fixed point theorems in the setting 
of 2-metric spaces have been studied by Iseki and Sharma [39], 
Lai and Singh [44], Singh, Tiwari and Gupta [63] and Sharma [65], 
For fairly complete bibliography for 2-normed and 2-metric spaces 
we refer to Iseki [38] and Siddiqi [57], In the last decade 
fixed point theorems for multi-valued mappings have been exten-
sively studied (see for example Nadler [51], Baiocchi and Cap lo 
[3], Istr^tesue [40] and Popa [57]^. 
In this Chapter I have proved a 2-dimensional analogue of 
a theorem of Popa [57] concerning common fixed points for multi-
valued mapping satisfying a rational inequality. 
Let (X,d) be a 2-metric space. We denote CB(X), the 
set of all non-empty closed and bounded, subsets of X. Siddiqi, 
Khan and Ansari [61] have studied Gahler 2-metric on CB(X) which 
is defined-as follows: 
^ — 
: 48 : 
For any non-empty sets A, B, C6CB(X), we set 
^(A, B, C) = Sup Imf d(x, y, z) for all z e C, Then 
xfeA yfeB 
Gahler 2-inetric H on CB(X) is defined as follows: 
H(A, B,C) = maxj (A, B, C),j^(B, C, A), j?(C, A, B) | 
/ 
THEOREM 3.1.1 Let (X,d) b0 complete 2-metric space and 
let Tj^ , T2: X > CB(X) be two multi-valued mappings such that 
dP(x, T,x,z) +dP(y, T2y, 2) 
hold for all x, y, z ^ X fof which 
^"""(x, Tj^ x, z) + (y, T^Y, z) jL o, where o < ^  < 1, 
2 I> P > 2 and m < p. Then Tj_ and T2 have common fixed 
points and F(T^) =F(T2)o 
To prove this theorem, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. 1.1 
Let (X,d) be a 2-metfic space and let T2 : X >CB(X', 
be two multi-valued mappings such that 
, , T,x, 2) + dP(y, T2y, z) 
H'^CT, X, T O Y )Z Y ) < O<. ; — ^ ^ 
^ ^^ i J - (X, T^x, z) + P-^ (y, T2y, z) 
holds for all x, y, z6X. For which 
: 49 : 
(x, Tj^ x, z) + (y, T^y, z) 0, where o < < 1, 
m > 1, P > 2, ra < p and FCTj^) f (|), then F(T^) = Fd^). 
PROOF OF LEMMA. 1.1 
Let then u eTj^ u and if d(u, T2U,z) ^ o 
then by (3.1.2) we have 
d'" ( u , T 2 U , 2 ) < h " ' ( T j ^ u , T 2 U , | z | ) 
dP(u, T,u, z) + dP (u, T2U, z) 
< oC ^ ^ 
< <?< 
Tj^ u, z) + (u, T2U, z) 
dP (u. Tgu, z) 
, Tj^ u, z) + (u, T2U, z) 
dP (u, T2U, z) 
dP-"^  (u, T^i, z) + dP-"^  (u, T2U, z) 
which implies d(u, T2U, z) = o for all z X. 
Since T2U is closed, this shows that U6T2U, which implies 
that F(Tj^)C F(T2) . Similarly we can show that F(T2)C.F(Tj^ ) . 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 3.1.1 
_ X. 
Choose a real number q with 1 < q < («<) .... (3.1.3) 
Let Xp X and Xj^GT^x^. Then there is an 
so that 
d(xj^ , X2, z) < q H(Tj^ Xq T2Xj^  , {zj) f"or all z 6 Xo 
: 50 : 
1 * f Suppose x^* x^, x^, •^ 2n-l*
could be choosen so t h a t ^ ^2 
Suppose (>^2n-2' ^^  ^^  = ° 
for some n. 
Then x 2n-2 - and = ^2n-l 
is a common fixed point of T^ ^ and Similerly 
, Z) + Z) = 0 
f o r some n implies t h a t = X2n--1 ^^ ® common f ixed point 
of and T2. 






for n = 1, 2, Then by (3-1.1) we have succesively 
< C q' 
< CQ 
M 
: 51 : 
and so 
+ - Cq"" < 0, where 
x^^o z)/ ^^  
Let f : [o + oo) > R be function 
f(t) = .|.P(l-Cq"^ ) + - Cq'". 
Then f''(-t) > o, f(o) < o, then f(-t) < o for < k, 
and thus ^2n' ^^  - ^^  ^^^ 
n = o, 1, 2, C O . . . , 
Similarly we have 
d(x2^, X2n+1* ^^  - ^^  n = o, 1, 
Repeating the above argument, we obtain 
^2n-l' ^^  ~ x^ ,^ z) for all z e X. 
Then by routine calculation we can show that ^^ ^ 
Cauchy sequence and since X is complete we have lim x^ = u 
: 52 : 
for some u 6 Xo If we now suppose that d(u, T^u, z) ^ o 
for all z e X, then 
d"^  (X2n' 1 "^ l"' } ^ all z e X , 
— p-m 
5 ^2^2n-l' ^^^ f 
Taking the limit as n tends to infinity. We have 
d(u, Tj^ u, z) < c<. d(u, T^u, z) for all z £ X, gives a 
contradiction since c< < 1. 
Which implies d(u, Tj^ u, z) = o for all z fe Xo 
Since T^ u^ is closed, this shows that u ^ T^u. By Lemma 3.1.1, 
u eT2" and F(Tj^) = Fd^). 
If T^ = I2 have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1,2 Let (X,d) be complete 2-metric space and 
T : X > CB(X) be multi-valued mapping such that 
r [ - P-m^,^ , ^^^ 
for all X, y, z in X for which + J^ '^ C^ y,Ty ,z) f o, 
where o < < l, m < p, m > 1, p 2 then T has a fixed 
pointo 
CHAPTER IV 
CONTRACTION TYPE MULTI-VALUED MAPPINGS ON 2~METRIC SPACE 
In this Chapter, we have studied fixed point theorems 
for contraction type multi-valued mappings on 2-metric spaces 
and have obtained results generalizing Iseki's Theorems [35]. 
4.1 Let (X,d) be a 2-metric space. For any non-empty 
subsets A, B, C of X, we define f(A,B,C) = Sup Inf d(x, y, z) 
x€A yfeB 
g(A, B, C) = Sup |'d(x, y, z)/ xgA, y6B, z 6 c } , 
H(A, B, C) = max (f(A, B, C) , fC B, C, A), f(C, A, B)] . 
* 
Let CB(X) be the set of all non-empty closed and 
bounded subsets of X. The space CB(X) is a 2-metric space 
with respect to the above defined H, which is called Gahler 
2-metric (see Siddiqi, Khan and Ansari). Then we have the 
following theorem, which extends a result of Iseki [35]. 
: 54 : 
THEOREM 4,1.1 Let (X,d) be a complete 2-nietric space, and 
f : X > CB(X) be m.v.m. with following condition: 
For any y, a 6 X 
H(f(x), f(y),{aP <o<[ F(x, f(x), a) +P(y, f(y) , a)] 
+ Y y , a) , 
where a,Y are non-negative and 2a + y < lo 
Then f has a fixed point, i.e. there is a point x such that 
X £ f ( x ) . 
PROOF.. Let - x^  be a point in X^ and x^£f(x^); 
if H(f(x^,. , f(x^), [a^ ) = 0 for all a £ X. Then we have 
= f(xj_), since H is Gahler 2-metric on CB(X). Therefore 
we have x^ef(xj^)o This contains the proof of the case 
a = Y = o. Next suppose o < 2a + y and H(f(x^), f(x^), [a|)>o, 
1/2 
Put p = (2a + y) » then o < p < 1. Let 
H(f(x^), f(xj_), [a] )/ p, then we have 
^ > H(f(x^), f(x), [a] ). By the definition of H, we have 
£ > H(f(x^), f(x^), la\ ) > f(xj_), a). 
Therefore there is a point X2£f(x^) such that 
^ > d( Xj^ , X2, a) o 
: 55 : 
Hence d(xj^,x2,a) < p"^ H(f(x^), f(xj^), {a} ) 
< P"^ [aC f(x^), a) + /'(x^ , f(xj^), a) 
+ Y /(Xq, x^, a)| 
a) + X2, a)J 
+ YC1(XQ, X^, a)} 
which implies that 
P d(xj^,x2,a) < a [d (x^,x^,a) +d( x^ ,^ X2, a) ] +Yd( x^, x^ ,^ a) 
(p-a) d(xj^,x2,a) < (a+Y) d(x^,x^,a) 
d(x^,x2,a) < d(x^,x^, a) 
< q d(x^,x^,a), 
where q = — and o < q < 1. 
P"" Y 
For Xj^ , X2 we have two cases, 
(i) H(f(x^), f(x2), [a})= o , 
(ii) H(f(xj,), f(x2), la})> o 
If we have the first case, then X2£f(x2), which complete the 
proof 
: 56 : 
If H(f(xj^), f(x2), {a} ) > o, by similar method there is 
a point x^ of f(x2) such that 
d(x2, X3, a) < qd(xjL, X2, a), in general, if 
H(f(XJ_), ) = 0 for some i, hence x^ef(x^), 
if for all i = o, 1, 2, 
H(f(x^), f(Xi+i)» 14) > o there is a point >^1+2^ ^^ ^ i+l^ 
satisfying ciCx^ ^^ j^ , ^ ^i+i* a) 
Now we will show that x^, x^) = o for all m = 0 , l , . . o o . 
o... (4.1.2) 
Since for m = o, 1, ^(^o* ^m^ ~ ° 
Let us suppose that it is true for 2 _< m £ k-1, i.e, 
d(x^, x^, = o 
which implies that = o 
Hence by induction x^ ,^ x^) = o for all m = o, 1, 2,.... 
Since '^ m+l' '^ n^  - '^ n^  ' which implies that 
x^ j^^ , Xj^ ) = o for all n, .... (4.1.3) 
: 57 : 
In view of the relation (4<,1.1) and (4.1,2), we have for 
n > m, 
x^, a) < a) + ^^  
< q'^dCx^, Xj^ , a) + + q'^ '^ dC x^, x^,a 
< (q'" + q"^ ^^  + + d(x^, x^, a) 
1 
< q"" ( - T ^ ) x^, a) 
m 
i.e. x^, a) < x^, a) 
which implies that l^ ri^  is a Cauchy sequence. The complete-
ness of CB(X) implies the existance of the limit of ^x^^ . 
Let x^ be the Ismit of | x^ - , 
then /(x^, f(x^),a) < d(x^, x^ j^^ , a) f(x^), a) 
+ d(x^, f(x^), x^^^) 
< d(x^, x^ j^^ , a) + H(f(x^), f(x^), [ai)+H(x^,f(x^),f(x^)) 
< + a[ a) + f ( x^f ( x^) , a) ]+Y/( x^, a) 
+ a[ f(x^, f(x^), a)+ f(x\f(xl),x^)] + y / (x^, x\x^) . 
J 
V l ' +a f(x^,f(x^), a) + i 
"^^'^n' '^ n+l' + Yd (xn, a) » 
: 58 : 
Taking limit as n > we will get 
f(x^) a) < a f(x^), a) 
(1-a) Pix^, f(x^), a) < o, 
but 1 - a > o, which implies that 
Pix^, f(x^), a) = o for all a 6 X. 
Hence x^ £ f (x^) 
Let BN(X) be the set of all non-empty bounded subset 
of X. Then we have a fixed point theoremo 
THEOREM 4ol.2 Let (X,d) be- complete bounded 2-metric space, 
and fyj (x) (n = 1, 2,o...o,. ) be a family of moV. mappings of 
X into BN(X). Suppose that there exists a sequence of non-
negative numbers a, p such that for all x, y, a£X and every 
pair i, j with i ^  
6(f, "'Mx), f'JJ(y), a) <a[H((xl), {a{ + 
H( {yj , f'JjCy), la}) + pd( x, y, a), 
^ (4.1.4) 
where 2a + p < 1. Then the sequence of m.v.m. [f,, ] has 
a unique common fixed pointo 
THEOREM 4o1.3 [39] Let (X,d) be a complete bounded 2-metric 
space, and let fy,(x) ( n = 1, 2, ..0.0) be family of mappings 
: 59 : 
of X into itself. Suppose that there exist a sequence of 
non-negative integers and non-negative numbers a, p 
such that for all x, y, a € X and pair i, j with i ^ j, 
f'lfi (y), a) < a[d(x f'JJCx), a)+d( x f^^ (x) , a)] J » J » i 
+pd(x, y, a), (4.1.5) 
where 2a + p < 1. Then the sequence of mappings [fy^ } has 
unique common fixed pointo 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 4.1,2 
If a = p = o , the result is trival. We suppose that 
o <(2a + we have p < 1. Hence there is a sequence 
. of single valued function g^ : X > X such that 
g^(x) is a point y in which satisfy 
d(x, y, a) = d(x, g^'(x), a) > pH(x, a) o 
For such a function g^  , i j, 
g^j(y), a) 
< f^ (y), a) 
< a[H(x, f?i(x), a) + H(y, f'Ji (y) , a) 
+ p d(x, y, a) 
: 60 : 
1 a p"^[d(x, g^^(x), a) +cl(y, g^Uy), a)] 
+ p d(x, y, a) 
Asumption 2a + p < 1 implies 2(ap""^) + p < 1. By Theorem 
4,lo3 , ^g^} has a unique fixed point xl, i.e. g (.1) = 
For the point x^, 
o = d(x^, gj^(x\a) > pH(x^, fj^(x), a) which implies that 
x^e fn(x^)-
I f 2 and H ( z , f „ ( z ) » a) > o, which implies t h a t 
< 2aH( IY] , f^(y), {a] ) 
< H ( {y| , f^ (y), \a] ) 
which is impossible. Hence we have = 
To show z = x^, consider 
8(f^(z), f^(xl), [a] ) 
< a[ H( [x^l f^(z), [a] ) + H( \z] , a)] + pd(z, x]" a) 
< 2ad(x^, 2 , a) + z , a) 
< (2a + p) d(x^, z, a) 
which implies that z = x^, which shows that has a 
unique fixed point. 
: 61 : 
THEOREM 4.1.4 Let (X,d) be complete bounded 2-metric space, 
If f : X > BN(X) is m.v.m. which satisfy 
6(f(x), f(y), a) < a[H(x,f(x), a) + H(y, f(y), a)] 
+ p[H(x, f(y), a)+ H(y, f(x), a)] 
+ Yd(x, y, a) for every x, y, aSX, 
.... (4.1.6) 
where a, p, y non-negative and 2a + 4p + Y 1. 
Then f has a unique fixed point, i.e. for some x^, f(x^)= . 
THEOREM 4olo5 [44 
Let (X,d) be a complete 2-metric space and ^^ ^ and <^ 2 
two self maps on X such that for all x, y, a in X, 
(4.1o7) C O . d((j)j^ (x), (l)2(y), a) < a^ d^ ( x ( x) , a)+ a^dC y ,(1)2( y) , a) 
+ a3d(x,(})2(y) , a ) + a ^ d ( y x ) , a) + a^d(x, y, a) 
Where a^, a2, a^* and a^ are non-negative numbers 
5 
such that H a^ < 1 and (a^ - a2) (0^ 3 - a^) > o. 
Then and <^ 2 have a unique common fixed point. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1.4 
If a = p = Y = 0, the result is trivial. We suppose 
that' o < 2a + 4p + Yo Now put p = (2a + 4p + y)^ "^^  o 
: 62 : 
Then we have p < 1. Hence there is a single-valued function 
g : X > X such that g(x) is a point y in f(x) which 
satisfy 
(4ol.8) d(x, y, a) s d(x, g(x), a) > pH( Jx^  ,f(x), a)), 
for such function g 
d(g(x), g(y), a) < f(y), a) 
< a [ H ( W , f(x), la\) +H({y5 , f(y), [a} )] 
+ p[H( fyj, f(x), [aO + H({xJ ,f(y), {a]) 
+ Yd(x, y, a) 
< ap-^CdCx, g(x), a) + d(y, g(y), a); 
+ pp"^[2d(x, y, a) +d(y, g(y), a) +d(x, g(x), a)] 
+ yd (X, y, a). 
By the relation (4.1.4), we have 
d(x, g(y\{j)= o and d(y, g(x), x) = o 
Assumption 2a + 4p = y < 1 implies that 
2(a + p) p"^ + (2pp"^ + y) < lo 
By the Theorem 4olo5 [particular case a^ ^ = a2 = a, a^ = oc^  = 2p 
and a^ = y with additional assumption that the 2-metric space 
is bounded] g has a fixed point x^, i.e. g(x^) = x^, for the 
: 63 : 
point X 
o = d(x\ g(x^), a) > pH( {x^j , f(x^), {a] ) 
which implies x^£f(x^)o 
If z e f(z), and H( (z] , f(z), ^aj) > o, then 
6(f(y)» a) < 2 (a+p) H( f(y), ^ ) 
< H ([yj , f(y), la} ) 
which is impossible. 
Hence we have f(z) = ^Zo 
To show z = x^, consider 
5(f(z), f(x^), a) < P[H( [z] ,f(x), [a} ) + H( [x^} f(z),{ai) 
+ Yd(x^, z, a) 
< (2P+y) d(z, x ^ a) 
Hence we have z = x^, which shows f has a unique fixed 
pointo 
CHAPTER V 
ON GENERALIZATION OF 2-SEMI-INNER PRODUCT SPACE 
ft 
In this Chapter we have given a generalization of 
2~semi-inner product space by replacing a Schwarz's inequality 
by Holder's inequalityo We show that a generalized 2-semi-inner 
product induces a 2-norm by setting x,y = [x, x/yj , 
1 < p < oo ; and for every 2-normed space we can construct a 
generalized 2-semi-inner product space» This result is a 
generalization to a theorem proved by Siddiqi, A.H. and Rizvi, 
S.M. [58, p.392]o 
5.1 
DEFINITION 5.1.1 
Let X be a linear space with dim(X) > 1 and [.,'/] 
be a r^al valued function defined on XxXxX which satisfies the 
following postulates, 
(l) " 
(2) [ Ax, y/z] = X[x, y/z] for every;\€R; x, y, z G X, 
(3) [x, x/y] > o if x and y are linearly independent. 
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1- i 
(4) |[x, y/z]| < [x, x/z]^/P [y, y/z] " P , 1 < p < =o. 
Then we say that [•, •/•] is a generalized 2-semi-inner 
product on Xo 
A vector space X, together with a generalized 
2-semi-inner product defined on it will be called a 
generalized 2-semi-inner product space which may be abbreviated 
as i.p.So For p = 2 a generalized 2-semi-inner product 
space becomes a 2-semi-inner product space. 
DEFINITION 5.1.2 [21] 
Let X be a linear space of dimension greater thiin 1 
and let i I « , • II be a real valued function on X x X which 
satisfies the following postulate's. 
(l) l|x» yll = o if and only if a and b are linearly 
dependent, 
(2) X , y l y , X 
(3) Max, y| a x, y where a is real, 
(4) Ijx + y, zl1 < ||x, z|l + liy, z 
Then we say that | | is a 2-norm on X and (X, | I ' , • 1 1) 
is called a 2-normed space [ 2 ] . 
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5.2 IN THIS SECTION WE PROVE THE FOLLOWING THEOREM 
THEOREM 5.2.1 A g.2-s. i.p. space is a 2-normed linear 
space with the norm llx,yll = [x, x/y]^^^, 1 < p < c», 
provided [x, x/y] = [y, y/x]. B/ery 2-normed linear sp'ace 
can be made into a g.2-s. iop. space® 
To prove this theorem, we need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 5o2.1 A g.2-s. i.poS. is a 2-normed linear space with 
the norm llx,yll = [x, x/y]^^^, 1 < p < «», provided [x, x/y] = 
[ y » y / x ] . 
PROOF. In order to prove that [x, x/y]^'^^ = l|x,yl|, 1 < p < 
is a 2-norm, it is sufficient to show that 
(1) [/1x, /Ax/y]^/P = |A| [x, for every real and 
(2) [(x+y), (x+y)/z]^/P < [x, x/z]^/^ + [y, y/z]l/P where 
X, y and z are linearly indendent. 
PROOF (l) From postulate (2) of the definition S.lol, we have 
[Ax, /\x/y] = A [x. 
Therefore I [/I x, /I x/y] j = [x,/lx/y] 
From postulate (3) of definition | [ix, ix/y] | = [/^x,/^x/y] 
because a and b are linearly independent and therefore, 
[ /^x/y] = Wl |[x,;x/y]i. 
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Using postulate (4) we have 
|[x, /lx/y]l < [x, [ x, x/y] ^ , 1 < p < 
Therefore 
[Ax, /^x/y]' < j/^l [x, x/y3^/P [ x, Ax/y]^"P , 1 < P < 
or 
[ Ax, Ax/y]^/P < |/\l [x, x/y]^/P 
Since we can write 
[ x , x / y ] ^ / P = C j / l x . j - ^ x / y ] f o r / I 
From (5o2.l) we have 
[ x , x / y ] l / P < [ / ^ x , ^ x / y ] l / P 
or 
.00 (5.2.1) 
[x, x/yjl/P < C/\x, Ax/y]l/P 
Combining the relation (5.2.1) and (5.2<,2) we have 
[ A x , /\x/y]l/P = |A| [x, x/y]^/P, 1 < p < « . 
PROOF (2) From postulate (l) of the definition S.lol 
we have 
!(x+y), (x+y)/z] = [x/x+y)/z] + [y,(x+y)/z] 
by postulate (3) we have 
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[(x+y), (x+y)/z]=1[x,(x+y)/z] + [y,(x+y)/z]| 
< |x,(x+y)/z]l + l[y,(x+y)/z]| 
Again by postulate (4) we have 
l[x,(x+y)/z]l < [x, x/z]^/P [(x+y), (x+y)/z] P , 
1 < p < 
Similarly we have 
1 - I 
[y,(x+y)/z]| < [y ,y/z]^/P [(x+y), (x+y)/z] P 
From the relation (5o2.3), (5o2.4) and (5.2.5) 
we have 






x [(x+y) (x+y)/z] P 
Therefore, we have 
[(x+y). (x+y)/z]l/P < [x, x/zj^+ [y, y/z]^/P 
LEMMA 5o2o2 Let (x, ||»,*lj) be a 2-normed linear space 
and let x and y be two linearly independent elements of 
X. Let M and [|y ] be linear manifolds in (X, li*, 
Then there exists a bounded linear 2-functional G with 
domain X x [ |y ] such that 
) 
(D- llGl x , y l l p-1 and 
(2) G(x,y) = |lx,yllP where 1 < p < 
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PROOF; Consider the manifold M = [ |x ]. 
Consider a 2-functional F defined on M x [ • ] as 
follows: 
F(/lx,/ry) = /lA||x;y||P 
We shall prove that F is a linear 2-functional with the 
propertyp 
F(x,y) = I lx,yl 
For 
and (/l,x, y^y)£ M x [ | y j ] 
we have 
F ( / I / X + ; 2 X , ^ y +/r4y) = F ( ( / \ , + / l i ) x , ( A + Ai) y ) 
= iK+h) ( A + A^) llx,y|!P. 
= 0 < I H \ 1 U » Y I P 
= F(AI X, / 3 - ( y ) + F ( / l | X , ^ ^ y ) + F( + F(/l^x ,Y^y) .... (5.2,6) 
and F(T IAX, = (N^) (AA) L|X,YLLP 
= (n6) F(/L x,/ry) .... (5.2.7) 
Combining the relation (5.2.6) and (5.2.7) the linearly of 
F is provedo 
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Now by the definition of F, we have 
F(/\x,/ry) = /l/^l|x,y|lP 
Taking , we obtain 
F(x,y) = I 1x,yl 
Further for any { X^t/^V^ ^  M x [ ^ ] , we have 
!F(/lx,/?y)| = |Al l A l l l x , y l P 
P - 1 x,y ^ x,y 
. (5.2.8) 
. (5.2.9) 
This implies F is a bounded linear 2-functional 
Hence 
F = Inf K F( /^x,y(?y) < Kll Ax,/fc'y 
for all ( ^  B M X [ ^ Y ] ] 
From the relation (5.2.9) it is clear that 
for all x,/ry)GMx[ |y } ] 
Thus 
llFll < llx,yllP-l .o.. (5.2.10) 
Since F is bounded linear 2-functional 
< ||F|| !|/|x,^y|l f or all ( / I y) e Mx[ [ y | ] 
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From the relation (5.2.9) we have 
x , y 
P-1 
x , / ? y | 1 < I |F1 1- I x,/(3-y 
Therefore 
< I IF .o.. (5.2.11) 
From the relation (5.2.10) and (5.2.11) it follows that 
P-i 
Therefore by Hohn-Banach Theorem(proved by whiie ([67], 
Theoo 27. pp. 54)j we can extend F to be bounded linear 
functional 'G defined on X x[ ' ] • such that 
and also since 
F(/\x,/9y) = G(/\x,/ry) f or all ( /A x y) 6 M x[ y j ] 
Since 
it follows that 
Also F(/^x,/^?y) = G(/(x,/^y) for all 
x,/7y)^Mx[ [yj ]o 
From the relation (5.2.8) we conclude that 
G(x,y) = |lx,yllP. 
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LEMMA 5-.2,3 Every 2-normed linear space can be made into 
a generalized 2-semi-inner product space., 
PROOF; Let (X, ||«, •)!) be a 2-normed linear sapce. By 
lemma 5,2.2, there exists a bounded linear functional ^^x/y) 
such that ^(x/y) (x,y) = llx»y and 
W (x/y) where 1 < p < oo ; 
we proceed to verify that 
[x, y/z] = ^(y/z) (x,y) defines a generalized 2-s. i.p. 
We claim that ^(y/z) (x,y) satisfying the following postulates; 
(1 ) -
( y / z ) 
( x , y ) 
(3 ) W ( x , y ) > o if X and y are linearly independent, 
1/p 11-5 
/ / 
Since is a linear 2--functional, (l ) and (2 ) hold. 
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Moreover, since = we have 
W (x,y) > o (x/y) if a and b are lineraly independent and 
/ (3 ) holdSo 
Also, since = ||x,y |P = |y,x| L w (y/x) 
(4 ) holds. 
Since ^(y/^) is bounded linear 2-functional, 
we have 
Also, 
< W ( y / z ) 
Y » 2 
x , y 
and W, ' ( y / z ) 
.o.. (5.2.12) 
P y»z 
from (5.2.12), we have 
W ( y / z ) 
( x , y ) w (x/z) 
( x , y ) 
1/p 
" ( Y / Z ) ' ^ ' ^ ' 
PROOF OF THZ THEOREM 5.2.1; The proof of the theorem 5.2.1 
now follows from lemma 5.2,1 and lemma 5o2o3, 
CHAPTER V I 
BASIC PROPERTIES OF 2-NORMED LATTICE 
This Chapter consist of two sections. First section 
is devoted to 2-normed lattices. One of the important result 
of this section states that every 2-normed lattice is a locally 
semi-convex topological vector lattice. Second section deals 
with the two normed lattices where on a vector lattice two 
norms are defined. Several results concerning order convergence 
are proved. 
6.1 DISTINGUISHED PROPERTIES OF 2-NORMED LATTICES: 
DEFINITION 6.1.1 Let L be a linear lattice over the field 
of real numbers with dimension > 1 and be a real 
valued function on L x L satisfy the following conditions, 
1. lla,bll = 0 if and only if a and b are linearly 
dependent. 
2 . 1 I a , b l 1 = I 1 b , a l 
3. I Ia,pb|I = Ip I ||a,b|l, for every real number p. 
4. 11a, b+cll < 11a,bll + lla,cl 
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(5) If \a\ < Ibj , c^V(a,b) 
then a, c I _< I b, c 
is called monotonic 2-norm and (L, 1|',-|1) 
is called 2-normed lattice. 
DEFINITION 60I.2 [32]. An ordered vector space which is also 
a topological vector space is called an ordered topological 
vector space. 
DEFINITION 6,1.3 [32]. Let (EoC.U) be an ordered topological 
vector space such that (E,C) is a vector lattice. (E,C,uv 
is called a topological vector lattice if there is a nbd' basis 
of zero for W, (topology) consisting of solid sets. "U is 
called a locally solid topology. 
THEOREM 6.1.1 Every 2-normed lattice is a locally convex 
topological vector lattice, 
PROOF; We will show that each W„ / NeB(o)^) is solid. I \ o) 
Let Ix < y , monoton|ity of 2-norm, we have 
1 lly»z|| for all z SE, i.e. d( o, z, x) <d( o ,y, z)^ \/ z E 
Let E = 
n 
W, ^Z(O) = n 1=1 I d(o, z, Z. ) < £i (i = 1, 2, )lj 
1) Fundamental system of neighbourhoods of zero. 
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implies d(o, z^  , y) < ^i 
or ci(o, Zj, , x) < d(o, z. , y) < ^i 
i.e. d(o, z^, x) 
which implies x 
ie. W^^^j ^  B(o) is solid. 
Hence by the theorem [21] and definition 6.1.3 
every 2-normed lattice E is a locally convex topological 
vector lattice. 
THEOREM 6.1.2 Every 2-normed lattice is a locally semi-
convex topological vector lattice. 
PROOF To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that 
each is semi-convex. 
Consider x,y g W^ , ^  ^ ^ B( o) , for 
S = 1(2, , ^l), (z^, 
n r 
Z(o) ^ n ^ z. , z) < fii ^ i = 1, 2, 
implies that d(o, x, z^) < ^i 
d(o, y, z- ) < ^i 
W 
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Now d(o, x+y, z^) < cl(o, x, z^  ) +d(o, y, zj^  ) 
< + g. = 2 o 
If we take / = l/2 , 
then d(o, A(x+y), z-) < , 
which implies A(x+y) ^ 
or 
i.e. W„/ N is semi-convexo 
^ \ o) 
Hence every 2-normed lattice is locally semi-convex topological 
vector lattice®' 
D5FINITI0N 6.1.4 [32] A subZ^et A of E is said to be 
absorbing if for each x e E there is a > o such that 
X £/\A for all A £ R with 1 A | > a. 
REMARK 6.1.1 Each is absorbing . 
Consider E = z^  (z^  , S) , (z^  , ^ ^ ) 
hio) = z, z.) < ^L V i = I X - ] 
For each x€E we have d(o, x, z^  ) < 
which implies that —i- d(o, x, z^  ) < e^  
or d(o, , z j < ^i. 
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or xeAW S(o) 
i.e. X ^ AWj(^) for all /eR, 
with |A 1 > a > o 
i.e. each ^^ absorbing. 
DEFINITION 6.1.5 [l5]. If c is a fixed non-zero element of 
L _(2-normed space). Let V(c) denote the linear sub space 
of L generated by" c and L. be the quotient space L/V(c). c 
For a e L, let a^ represent the equivalence class of a with 
respect "to V(c)o L^ is a vector space with addition given by 
a + b = (a+b)^ and scalar multiplication by \a = ( Aa)„o c c c c c 
The real valued function on L given by 
a, c is well defined, 
LEmiA 6.1.1 [51] . is norm on L^. c c 
THEOREM 6.1.3 IfL is 2-normed lattice then L is a normed c 
lattice, 
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PROOF. Suppose (L,* •,•! ) is a 2~normed then L is 
normed space with norm ||ac a, c If L is vector 
lattice then L/V(C) is also vector lattice. 
Since < b implies < b , by the monoton^ity 
of the 2-norm 
A,CI < 1B ,C c^V(a,b), 
that is 
Hence L^ = L/V(c) is normed latticeo 
THEOREM'6.1.4 If L is a vector lattice and the same-time 
2-normed space. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for 
it to possible to introduce in L an equivalent monotonic 
2-norm so that the initially defined 2-norm in L be made to 
accord with the ordering in the following manner. 
I F LLY^, Z •> o for every z, and 
< y„ for all n = 1, 2, 3, then also 
•> o. 
PROOF. Necessity. Suppose llyj,,z|! > o for arbitrary 
I ® 
zei and' 1 Xy, <_ y^  , ^ ^ ^(^^'Yti^* ^^^ monotonjity of 
2-norm ||x^,zll < |lyy,,zl|. which implies 
-> o. 
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Sufficient. Suppose compatibility condition is satisfied, 
Define a new norm on L as 
y,blI = Sup llx,bl 
o <x<|yl 
x,y are linearly dependent. 
where b is an arbitrary element of L. We shall show that 
I * y,b I < + oo for arbitrary yeL. In fact, if An > o. 
Then also A„y,b •> 0 . Then also for arbitrary x n 
which satisfy the condition o <_ x^ < [yj we have that 
> o (By the compatibility condition) 
Then the set of all x which satisfy o < x < yj for given 
y is bounded with respect to monotonic 2-norm< 
I * I satisfies all the condition of monotonic 2-norm. 
1. y,b o if and only if Sup 
o<x< 
x,biI = o 
x,y are L.d. 
or y,b|I = o if and only if ||x,b|| = o 
or y,b|I = o if and only if x is linearly dependent 
to b. 
or y,b| I = o if and only if y is linearly dependent 
to b. 
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2. ||y,bll* = ||b,y| (obvious) 
3. I | A y , bll* = |A1 I |y,b| l*(obvious) 
4. I|yi+y2 I* < 1|yi,b + Y2» B 
Let y = yj^  + yr^ ,^ then ly| < 1 y^ ^ 1 + |y2|. 
If o £ X <_ lyj, then by the Theorem [66] x can be represented 
in the form x= x^ + where o ^  x^ £ y^ and o < x^ < 1 1 Y^ 
Hence y,b yi+y2» b 
Sup b 
0<X=(XJ^+X2) < Y 
X, y are L. dep. 
Sup Xj^ +X2, b 
< Sup !lxj^ ,b|l + Sup llx2» b 
OL^LL 1 Y I 0 1 ^ 2 - I 
are L. dep dep, 
L Y I , B ly2' bll 
or y i + y 2 » b l 1 < I ly^^, + Y 2 ' B 
5. Let If 1 15^ 2 I ' then I1 Xj^ ,b] 1 < | | X2,b 
for b^v(xj^,x2) 
: 82 : 
Hence Sup ||x,,b| < Sup 
o<x^< y^ 0 1 X 2 1 1 ^ 2 1 
or 
x^ fVj^  are L. dep y-r^iY^^ are L, dep, 
Yl'bl r < I |y2»t>l r» b^V(y^,y2) 
Hence L is a 2-normed lattice. 
6.2 
Let X be a normed lattice and denoted by 
the norm in X. Suppose that in X a second norm 
is defined under which it is also a normsd lattice, not 
stronger than xl i , that is 
-> o implies that -> o. 
DEFINITION 6.2.1 A sequnece of elements of X will be called 
convergent to x^ if it is bounded with respect to the norm 
* and if 
lim x„ = x^ 
n " ° 
Xo - ^^ n o •> o, we will write 
or X n 
-convergencev</ill be termed the two norm-convergence. The 
space X supplied with this convergence will be denoted by 
X;^ . 
DEFINITION 6.2o2 The convergence genrated by norm will be 
termed the norm convergence. 
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REMARK 6o2.1 The -convergence is in general not equivalent 
to a norm convergence, unless the norm Ilxj| and 
essentially the same [l]o 
are 
THEOREM 6.2.1 Let {x^^ and ^y^^ .be two sequences in two 
normed lattice (X, 
y^ > y- Then x^ V y^ 
) such that X > x and n 
-> X V y and x^ /\ y^ > x A y. 
o 0 
PROOF. Since x„ x and y > y, • n ' r\ ' 
Hence if t^ > o implies t X n n •> o and t^ y^ •>o. 
This implies V Yn) -> o. 
Since in vector lattice, we have 
+ (x V y^) — (x V y) 
-x| 4- - y 
By virtue of the monotoneity of the norm Ijxll , it follows 
(x V y) 1 1 < ^n -
Consequently x^ V y^ x V y. 
Now for the inf mum, we obtain 
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^^nAVn = - ^ 
X A y = - [(-x) V (-y)]. 
which implies x^ f\ y^ ' > x^yo 
COROLLARY 6o2.1 If x^ — — > x, then 
( i) x+ 
( ii) X ^ > X 
(iii) 1x^ 1 — > lx| 
Since x| = x^ + x', x* = x V o and x' = x A o = (-x) V o. 
Hence by the theorem it follows at once. 
COROLLARY 6.2.2 Let x^ > y^ for all n = 1,2,.. 
and x^ > X, y^ > y, then x 2 Y" 
PROOF. By Theorem 6.2.1, we have 
Xj^  > X, y^ ^ > y implies x^ V y^ > x V y. 
On the other hand 
^n V Vn = \ > 
Consequently x V y = x 
which implies x > y. 
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It follows from the monotoneity of the norm in a normed 
lattice that (y)-convergence implies norm convergence. Since 
-convergence is equivalent to norm convergence to the same 
rimit in a Banach lattice X (under the norm l|x||) if and 
* only if the lattice X is complete under the norm x [ij. 
REMARK 6,2.2 (y)-convergence in a Banach lattice X (under 
the norm llx|l), implies '^-convergence to the same limit for 
the sequence ^x^^ if'and only if X is complete under the 
norm X * Which is directly follows by above discussion. 
REMARK 6.2.3 Norm defined on the same linear space are called 
Q 
equivalent if and only if 'V -convergence is equivalent to norm 
convergence [l]» 
THEOREM •S.2.2 In a Banach lattice X the relation 
x^ > X is satisfies if and only if an arbitrary sequence 
^ ^ contains a sub sequence • x^ [ such that 
H 
x^ > X 
% 
[in other words, '^-convergence in Banach lattice is (*)-
convergence with respect to (y)-convergence]. 
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PROOF. It is suffices to consider the case of convergence 
to o 
Let x^ —> o. We choose an increasing -sequence of indices 
n^ < ng < < Hj^  < such that | n. 
The series E K 
k=l n, 
is -IS V converges, 
I . E . 
Let y 
n, < for all k ] . " K 
Z K 
k=l n, 
By Corollary 6.2.2, 
K n, < y for all K. 
i.e n, I I Y 
which implies x n •> O. 
Assume that x y / —-f—> o. Then for some 6 > o, there exists n ' 
for all terms of which 
" I 
> 6 . a sub sequence 
As (Y)-convergence implies that "^-convergence. 
Clearly l^nl contains no sub sequence which is (y)-convergence 
to o o 
CHAPTER VII 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR LATTICES 
In this Chapter we have studied the existence of tixed 
RY 
points tor a mapping T where T : L > L (L is a complete 
lattice) and for a multi-valued mapping on L extending a 
classical result concerning l^ ittice fixed point. 
7ol. Let L be a complete lattice. We denote elements of L 
with small letter x,y,z,.o.. and denote subset of L with 
capital letter X,Y,Z,o.... Consider the function T : L — > L 
with property (a) : for any XSL, T(VX) =/\T(X), where 
T ( X ) = I^T(X) | X € X denote the composition of T with 
itself T . Then for x ^ y implies T(X) > T(y), which 
implies T(T(x)) < T(T(y)) 
that is T^(x) < T^(y). 
2 i.e. T is an isotone mapping© 
THEOREM 7.I0I. L8] Let y = T(x) be any isotone mapping from 
a. complete lattice L in to itself. Then a = T(a) for some ae, L 
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We know from Trarski's Theorem [8] that T^ has a fixed point 
in L, while it is not generally true that T has a fixed 
point, whenever T satisfies property (a)o However Roth has 
proved the following result: ' 
THEOREM 7.1.2 [53] Let T:L > L be a mapping with the pro-
perty (a). Then there exists an element x^L such that 
x = T^(x) and x < T(x)o 
Now we define mapping F : L > L with the property (p) : 
for any X Q L, 
F{A X) = VF(X) , 
F ( X ) = I^F(X) |X&X j, denote the composition of F with 
itself F^. 
LE:/Jv1A 7.1,1. If F satisfies ( p ) , then 
(1) X < y implies F(x) > F(y). 
X £ y implies xAy = x 
F(x/\y) = F(x) 
F(x) V F(y) = F(x) 
that is F(x) > F(y). 
(2) X < y implies F^(x) < F^(y). 
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X < y F(x) > F(y). by (1). 
F(x)/A F(y) = F(y). 
F(F(x)/\F(y)) = F(F(y)) 
F^(x) V F^(y) = F^(y) 
UlcdU^ F^(x)<F^(y). 
Now if we define 
L^{F) = }x 6L 1 X > F(x) 
Lp(F^) = IxGL\ X > F^(x)] 
LEMMA 7.1.2 
( 1 ) : L Q ( F ) •> L^CF) 
let xeLp(F) 
X > F(x) 
F^(x) > F^(F(x)) = F(F2(X)) 
ioe. F^(x) > F(F^(x)) 
F''(x)6LQ(F) . 
( 2 ) F ^ : 
let X^LQ(F^) 
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X > F^(x) 
F^(x) > F2(F2(X)) 
lemma 7.1o3 Lp(F ) is complete meet subsemi lattice 
Let X, y e LJ^ CF-") 
X > F"(x) 
OLMJI y > F^(y). 
Let X A y = z 
X 2 z, y > z 
X > z F^(x) > F^(z) 
y > z F^Cy) > F^(z) 
F^(x) A F2(y) > F^(z) 
X > F^(x) 
y > F^(y) 
xAy > F^(x)AF'^(y) 
= F ^ ( x A y ) 
1 OO . 
i.e. 
X A y > F (x/\y) 
for x, yeLj^CF^) , x /\ y £ LJ^CF^) 
: 91 : 
o 
Since L is a complete lattice. Therefore Lj^ (F ) is a 
complete meet sub semi-lattice. 
THEOREM 7.1.2' There exist an element x£.L such that 
2 X = F (x) and x > F(x). 
PROOF . Let D = LQ(F) n Lp(F^). 
D is non empiy , because sup L 6. D. 
Let X =AM where M is maximal chain in D. 
This implies x £ Lp(F^), by lemma 7.1.3. 
Let X :• F(x), By property (p) 
we have F(x) = VF(M) . 
So x F(x) implies the existence of an m M 
such that X I F(m) » Consequently there exist an nSM 
such that n i F(m). 
Now MQLj^(F), implies that m ^ F(m) . Further M is a chain, 
so either m ^ n or m 2 But n i m, since n F(m). 
And, by Lemma 7.1.1, m > n implies F(n) > F(m) 
i.e. n 2 F(n) > F(m) which is a contradiction with n i F(m)o 
Hence our assumption is wrong. Therefore x ^ f (x)» xgLj^(F) 
: 92 : 
2 
By Lemma 7.1,2 ^ F (x) € D. Also, x ^ D implies 
x>F^{x), If X > F(x), then the chain M is not 
maximal. Because x = A M. Which is contrary to our assumption, 
So X = F^(x). 
REMARK 7.1.1 The element x produced above is minimal in D. 
A sufficient condition to insure x Sup L is that there 
exists an m e. D such that m < sup L. 
L 
7o2 Let L be a complete lattice. 2 be the complete lattice 
of subsets of L ordered by set inclusion. Suprema and infma L 
is given by union and inter section respectively. Let T : L — > 2 
be a multi-valued mapping. 
L 
DEFINITION 7o2.1 A multi-valued mapping T : L >2 is 
called multi-valued isotone mapping if a < b implies that 
T(a)CT(b). Now we will prove a Theorem for multi-valued L mapping T : L >2 which is a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of the 
Theorem 7ol.l for multi-valued mapping. 
THEOREM 7.2.1 Let T be a multi-valued isotone mapping from 
L 
a complete lattice L into 2 « Then a = Sup T(a) for some 
aeL. 
: 93 : 
PROOF. Define a is the least upper bound of the set S 
of elements x£L such that x < sup T( x) o Since Inf LGS, 
S is non void. Since T • is multi-valued isotone and x _< a 
for all x€S, x < sup T( x) < sup T(a) for all x S; 
hence a = sup S £ sup T(a) 
i.e. a < sup T(a) 
Let sup T(a) = b which implies that a^b. 
It follows, since T is multi-valued isotone, that 
b = Sup T(a) < sup T(b), where sup T(a)€S. This implies 
that SupT(a) < a, since a = sup S. 
Hence sup T(a) = a. 
L 
Consider the function T : L >2 with property P : 
for any AQL, T(VA) =nT(A), where T(A) = jT(a) \ae 
2 
Denote the composition of T with itself by T . 
Property P implies 
LEKWA 7.2.1 
(1) a < b implies T(a) 2 T(b) 
(2) a < b implies T^(a)C T^(b). 
A ' 
and If we define Lj^ (T) = j^ afeL | a < sup T( a) ' 
Lj^(T^) = jaeLl a < sup T^(a) then we have lemma 7.2o2 
: 94 : 
) is complete join sub semi-lattice of L. 
By lemma 7.2.1 and Theorem 7.2.1, we have the following theorem 
THEQR^^ 7 O 2 O 2 Let T be a multi-valued mapping from a 
L 
complete lattice L into ^ with the property P. 
o Then a = sup T ( a) for some a 
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